
Carby pioneers a carbon futures market to address
the critical funding gap in climate-action projects
and unleash the carbon market's full potential.
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How Do Climate Projects Operate?

Polluting cookstoves expose women and children to
harmful air, causing millions of deaths each year.

Projects certified by recognized standards organizations earn one carbon credit for each tonne
of CO₂ they absorb or avoid, providing essential revenue when these credits are sold to entities
seeking to offset their carbon footprint.

Climate projects distributing low-emission cookstoves
can operate thanks to carbon credit sales revenue.

Cookstove projects exemplify this model:



Since climate projects generate revenue only after producing carbon credits, high upfront costs
and delayed carbon credit sales severely hinder their emergence and growth.

The Funding Gap Before Carby



On Carby's marketplace, climate projects can pre-sell carbon credits. This revenue from future
credits helps projects get started or accelerate, enabling climate action to move further, faster.

Closing the Funding Gap with Carby



We've launched the MVP with carbon
market cap, key insights, and a monthly
newsletter, targeting ESG departments and
credit buyers for data-driven decisions.

Innovative carbon dashboard
tailored for credit buyers

We've built profiles for over 1,000
emerging climate initiatives from reliable
sources. Projects can claim their profiles to
onboard, with a growing list eager to pilot.

Validation and Strategy

Successfully engaging climate
projects under development

Highly positive response from market participants interviewed: 95% acclaim Carby as a game-changer
tackling key pain points, a view shared by renowned entities like the Connecticut Green Bank.
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A Growing List of Projects Around the World Is Eager to Pilot



10x more expensive for projects than Carby: Carby is a lean solution to amplify climate action:

Year:           1           2           3           4           5          6      ...

Cost for
projects:

Doesn’t lock projects into long-term contracts.
Enables projects to sell just enough future
credits for operational funding when they need it.

Enforce expensive long-term contracts.
Drain up to 50% of all carbon credits generated
during the climate projects' lifetime.

Key Differentiator: Flexible Funding

Traditional OTC funding services

Projects often sell their remaining carbon credits to
costly intermediaries. Despite funding, projects still
face revenue shortages limiting their growth.

Carby connects projects directly with final buyers.
Our enhanced funding model ensures projects
keep more financial resources, driving their growth.

Year:         1           2           3           4           5           6       ...

- -Cost for
projects:



Carby promotes local employment

and skill development, contributing

to sustainable community growth.

We empower local voices by

providing tools for community

building, a first in the carbon market.

We assist corporations in building a

diverse portfolio of impactful,

smaller, high-quality projects that are

deeply rooted in their communities.

Foreign-managed projects often issue

carbon credits offshore, depriving the

host country of tax revenue.

Community-based carbon projects

struggle to find a voice and

representation in the market.

Large corporations require millions

of carbon credits,  typically sourced

from mega-projects that lack quality

and community ties.

The current carbon market exhibits
significant social deficiencies

Carby fosters climate action
with social co-benefits

Key Differentiator: Carbon Made Social



Sales fee
Free to showcase climate-action projects, with a
20% fee applied to future carbon credits sold.

Transfer fee
1% fee on transactions in the secondary
market and trading.

Subscription plan
Annual subscription available for access to an
advanced carbon dashboard, providing high-
quality, real-time market insights.

Our Business Model



Unleashing the Carbon Market's Full Potential

Total addressable
market (TAM): £9.37B

Serviceable available
market (SAM): £1.16B

Serviceable obtainable
market (SOM): £291M

4,000+
large corporations have announced
net-zero emissions targets as of 2023,
up from 1,000 in 2020, a rapidly
increasing number.

587 million tonnes of CO2e
is the estimated annual emissions
reduction from climate projects
currently stalled in the costly
development phase with the
certification body Verra.

10x
projected increase in carbon credit prices over the next decade, driven by corporate commitments
to net-zero emissions targets. Our unique carbon futures market will enable corporations to hedge
against carbon exposure by securing future credits at current prices.



Start of the
pre-seed round

September 2023

First climate projects
selling future credits

March 2024

250 future carbon
credit buyers

May 2024

First corporate
customers

June 2024

Carby's Roots to Canopy



Front-end completed

MVP of detailed market analytics

21-page back-end specs finalized

Back-end development (in progress)

Exploration of filing for IP protection

Multilingual onboarding team

Pre-money valuation: £2M

Minimum individual investment amount: £10k

SEIS advance assurance obtained

Offering standard investor protections:             

drag along, tag along and pre-emption rights

Raising £250k

Salaries

Marketing

Technology 

Overheads 

and targeting market entry in Q1 2024

Done:

Funding allocation plan:



Mark
Moores

MBA, ACA
CEO

Sue
Hall
MBA

Advisor

Gresham
Naicker
Solution
Architect

Chartered accountant with Grant
Thornton and MBA from WBS.
Former Director of Financial
Control for £200m business sale
at Deluxe Media Services
Europe.

Andy
Felkin

Relations

Specialized in creating and
growing online businesses to the
point of sale, backed by a
previous career in quality
engineering.

MBA from Harvard. Pioneered
the voluntary carbon market,
working with global corps like
the Olympics for over 30 years.
Honored by President Clinton for
her work on climate change.

Andrew
Budimir

Project
Manager

Project Manager with 15 years of
software development expe-
rience. Expert in managing daily
operations and building high-
performing teams.

Solution Architect with more
than 20 years of software
engineering experience. Deve-
loped global business reporting
and auditing tools in the
telecoms sector.

Co-founder and former
donations supervisor for a
multimillion-dollar NPO. An
empathic storyteller for social
causes, skilled in ergonomics
and web development.

Jean-
Philippe
Fleury

Comms-Web
Strategist

Skilled in campaign manage-
ment, branding, and motion
design, with unique insights from
her background in neuroscience
and psychology.

Élodie
Arcuri

Product
Manager

Carby is a UK start-up with a passionate and complementary team.Our Team



Book a
Call Now

We are  
in dialogue

with:

en-231113-1

Check availability

contact@carby.cc

+44 7772 396 165

https://carby.cc/book-a-call

